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Introduction
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• ~30 years of securing industrial 
environments based on deep 
controls system expertise

• Verve Security Center 15 years in 
development specifically for OT 
environments

• OT security platform that brings 
the best of IT security into the 
complex OT environment

• Combined with Rockwell 
Automation in November 2023

Verve Industrial

Rick Kaun, VP Solutions
• 22 years providing ICS security solutions
• Formerly worked for Matrikon -> Honeywell
• Significant experience in NERC CIP, TSA 

standards
• Significant experience in non-regulated such as 

NIST-CSF, CIs18, etc. 
• Always provide vendor-agnostic holistic program 

solutions 



Setting the Stage
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• Business case usually includes: 
o Problem statement (clearly de ined) 
o Proposed solution 
o Cost/timing to deploy 
o Results - Quantifiable, demonstrable, etc 



Challenge for OT

• Problem statement (clearly de ined) 
• Do we know how big the problem is? (Assessment output? Conjecture?) 

• Do we know what our priority is? (Vuln list is non-contextual) 

• Proposed Solution

• How far do we go? What does ‘done’ look like?

• Cost/timing to deploy 

• Depends on answers from above – if we can’t give an idea as to how big how can we 
get it supported? 

• Results - Quanti iable, demonstrable, etc. 

• How do we measure success?  Track over time? Ensure ‘staying’ power? 
• Sustainable improvement is biggest win – but at what cost to achieve AND maintain? 
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Solution?
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• 3-pronged approach that will show thought leadership, use of empirical data 
and an eye towards life ‘post project’ or what the ‘real’ cost will be. 
o First – Data collection – and import to a multi-dimensional or contextual view
o Second – A reasonable plan – stages, deliverables, targeted against what ‘done’ looks like 
o Third – a measurement/maintenance plan 

• Result is a plan to get started, identify early the true gap, plans then become 
much more accurate and long-term commitment is minimized.  So, we are 
building a sustainable, cost-effective path forward. 



Data Collection
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• Common Options: 
o Pitch an assessment – have one of the ‘Big 4’ come in and go over your environment, 

people, processes, etc. with a big measuring stick 
• Output – a clear list of de iciencies with priority rankings attached 
• Cons 

o This is a point in time assessment, It will change - likely immediately.  
o This is also a ‘linear approach’ and takes lots of time to execute 
o May only really con irm that which you already suspect 

o Use existing ‘tools’ to provide ‘insight’ – Such as vulnerability tools, packet capture 
intrusion detection, etc. 

• Output – an indicator of ‘risk’ – though it is a single view 
• Cons – no context – 23,917 vulns – is not a helpful stat 



Data Collection – Tech Enabled Assessment 
with Context
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• Build a 360-degree 
view of the assets 
o Data is key – but data 

without context is 
useless 

o True risk is 
calculated based on a 
number of factors –
look at Patch 
Decision Tree 



Data Collection – Tech Enabled Assessment 
with Context
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• Resulting score is 
contextual not 
conjecture

Use Case: Create Asset Risk Score  



Data Collection – to refresh…
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• Multiple data sources for input mean a more robust and focused ‘real risk’ 
o Contextual data removes noise 
o Allows for the org to set a ‘reasonable’ risk tolerance 

• Risk outside or above the tolerance becomes impetus to act with speci ic priorities and urgency 

• Focusing on the asset relative to operational impact removes speculation and hyperbole 

• Incorporating policy/procedure collection and analysis as well as staffing levels and 
behaviors further enhances planning 

o This also allows for better management and maintenance planning 

• Bene it: We have sorted through the noise to uncover the true amount of work required 

• Now it is time to turn to planning 



Data Collection – to refresh…
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• Once we have gathered the data, we need to analyze it to better categorize the needs and the 
priorities. 

• Scope must include: 
o People, Process and Technology 
o Must have a desired ‘end game’ (recommend this is defined ahead of data gathering but here is where it 

really counts 
o Mechanism for maintenance 

• Objective here is to build a plan that is: 
o Scalable over time and budget and/or across multiple sites 
o Sustainable – no room for sunk cost or wasted time/resources 
o Prioritized risk reduction 
o Measurement to ensure adherence and progress 
o Minimal residual cost (i.e., can’t be a maintenance nightmare) 



Planning Phase – Objective defined 
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• Now to plan against 
industry standard or 
regulatory/board 
mandate as needed 



Planning Phase – Objective defined 
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• Individual findings 
span the entirety of a 
security program 



Planning Phase – follow the money?
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• Next step is to 
overlay site, 
geographic, revenue, 
legacy and regulatory 
inputs into findings

Site prioritization is more than $$ generated 
Example site selection criteria across these fundamental domains should be considered: 



Planning Phase – Roadmap
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• Allows for a staged 
approach 
o Fundamental needs 
o Programmatic needs 
o Capital project needs 



Planning Phase – to refresh…
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• Remember – we are building a ‘business case’ or program proposal – we must think like the 
boss 

• A plan is essential 
• The plan must be practical 

o Must address real risk that is outside the organizations risk tolerance 
o The deployment/improvement of the program must be scaled to allow for time, resources and other 

practical considerations 

• This approach allows you to present a scalable, sustainable, practical approach to 
improvement – again – we are not ringing the alarm or crying wolf – we are building 
something reasonable, built on evidence as measured against corporate risk aversion and 
real world trends 

• Now time for the bonus – how it will all be measured and maintained 



Measure and Maintain
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• Anyone can buy technology – not 
everyone gets sustained value from it 

• A solid ‘business plan’ needs to 
include recurring or ongoing costs 
and be able to prove the spend is 
having an impact 

• The only way to do this for a multi-
discipline security program across 
multiple sites and facilities is through 
automated updates 

• A centralized view is also key 

• The combination of the above is what 
we call ‘Think Global, Act Local’ 



Measure and Maintain
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• Any number of specific 
practices and 
disciplines can be 
tracked/reported on 
with this approach 
such as: 
o Vulnerability tracking 
o Asset Risk Score 
o End of life status 
o Patch levels 
o Configuration status 

(least privilege) 
o Backup/AV status, etc.  



Use case: Up to 70% cost reduction with “Think 
Global:Act Local” architecture model 
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1. Think Global: Scale analysis 
in centralized Platform 
(Gather data from all sites 
into centralized database for 
vulnerability and risk 
analysis and 
remediation/response 
planning) 

2. Leverage regional SMEs with 
access to same platform for 
speci ic security advice 

3. Act Local: Operations control 
over actions. : provide 
automation to plant/regional 
personnel to enable them to 
take action in way that is 
sensitive to requirements of 
operational environment. etc. 



Key organizational principles 
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Summary
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• This ‘tech enabled’ assessment provides signi icant bene its such as: 
o Contextual risk analysis 
o A ‘right sized’ approach to activity and urgency 
o Ability to begin remediation 
o The creation of a long term, staged approach to security 
o Management, maintenance and reporting with minimal staff impact (recurring costs) 
o An accelerated cyber security maturity journey 
o Maximum ROI and minimal TCO 
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